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What is Hive Token ($HIVE)?

Hive is a community-based charity token that helps to save
honey bees around the world.

As the preservation of the bee population around the world
is struggling to find the much needed funds to tackle the
constant attacks on a healthy bee environment where these
creatures can thrive, we found that the use of one of the
biggest assets to date wasn’t being explored or considered:
cryptocurrency .

This is where $HIVE jumps in, building that bridge.
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CHARITY

Every week, the Hive team will orchestrate a community poll for foundations to
donate to. At the start, these foundations would be focused on the welfare of
bees, however, the theme will become community decided after a period of
time. We will share our donations via social media to keep the community
updated and to show our transparency.
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HIVE dAPP ECOSYSTEM

As a part of our vision for HIVE, we’re developing a suite of dApps that will be
able to benefit the world by bridging the gap between the philanthropic and
crypto sectors. There is an increasing need for a median that can utilize the
decentralized powers of blockchain technology to connect the people around
the world who are looking to make a change. This will not be an easy feat.
We’ve designated several phases of this project that will be milestones for the
completion of this platform. There is a team of seasoned blockchain developers
who are working around the clock for the development of these dApps. They’re
working tirelessly to ensure that the release of these platforms will be seamless,
and the safety of our users will be guaranteed.
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Tokenomics

1,000,000,000,000,000 total supply

Initial 35% burned

10% Tax is applied to every transaction

5% Added to liquidity to ensure the health and longevity of our project

5% Redistributed proportionally to holders like you.

This tax also is reflected to the donation wallet so we can consistently meet our
donation goals!
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STAKING PLATFORM

We start with the HIVE staking platform, which will be the genesis of this
project. With the HIVE staking platform, you can stake your HIVEs and earn a
BNB reflection that can be claimed at anytime without any consequence. So why
would one dedicate their funds to the staking platform? First of all, you would
be able to earn instant BNB back whenever you dedicate your funds to the pool.
This would allow you to increase your purchasing power while you hold! Second
of all, this platform would allow you to donate to charity while you stake, which
is a feature completely unique to HIVE. In the near future, there will even be
options to choose which charities you would like to donate to while you stake.
This gives the power of choice back to the people, which is the core value of
HIVE. The staking platform will provide a base for which we can build onto this
ecosystem.
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We're here to make a difference, we're here to stay.

Bee early, bee Golden.
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WWW.HIVETOKEN.ORG
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